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WOMAN'S HONOR
A
Youth Posed as a Burglar
and Went to Sing Sing.

f
Are Being Made By Some Czar Made So By Alarming 'could
Towns In Louisiana.
Situation in Interior. c:ent

THE THIRD

5,

WSW'

when the machinery will be installed.
A portion of the machinery has already arribed and remainder is expected in a few days. Mr. J. V. Hardy, the manager of the plant, expects
to have everything in readiness for
turning out buggies by October i.
the necessary materials are being
purchased must every day and some
are already beginning to arrive.

VOL 22, NO. 101

district.
Recently the trustees resigned and
it was sonic tante before trustees
be provided to serve who would
levy a tax to raise the amount suffi- '
to pay Mr. Temple. At the
irate of .7.1 on each poll and 25 cents I
tooh $toci worth of property it
SUCH ARRANGEMENTS
woitisl
require about three years to'
BECAUSE
NO
NEW CASES
HE MAY YET CCICI:
COMPLIMENTARY RECEPTION
1...:4<ms collect the entire amount. The tax . SERVANT BLACKMAILED
MADE YESTERDAY.
OF FEVER APPEARING
TO js:ssso...i'l.;
has already been leved but another
WOMAN FOR $86,000.
Local Knights of Pythias to Honor
obstruction comes 1: collecting it.
Col. Henry.
The sheriff refuses to colkct the tax.
Visit of Mayor Yeller and Dr. Sights
Normal Number of New Cases and Wires Between England's Foreign
Prof. Ragsdale is halting between Husband Has Died
A
reception
will
began
Thursday
Memphis
Settles
to
Question of
and Now She he
Deaths
Reported
at
New
two
Oropinions as to -how, to proceed.
Secretary
and
Japanese
Legation
evening
in Castle Hall, in the CampSeeking a Pardon for the
Quarantining.
He
entertainin
is
g the idea of filing
leans Yesterday.
tell block by Paducah lodge No. 26 of
Were Hot Yesterday.
Chivalrous Lover.
suit compelling the sheriff to make
the Knights of Pythias in honor of
the
collections,
but has not fully dethe presence of Col. Jouett Henry
NAIL ORDERS SHOW
cided what steps to take to get the
and staff. The reception will con- REPORTS FROM THE
THOUGHT JAPAN MAY
A RARE AND RACY ROMANCE
tax money.
LOCAL, BUSINESS UNHURT! sume the hours from 8 to lo o'clock
OTHER INFECTED PLACES.
PRESENT NEW PROPOSITION
p. m.
OF NEW YORK CITY
s
A TRAVELER'S
Co/. Jooett" is past grand chancellTRUNK ROBBED.
Mayor Yeisier and Dr. Sights made or of Kentucky Pythians and also col
New Orleane Aug. 26.—The state
St Petersburg, August 26.—The ala succese of their visit to Memphis onel of the Third regiment uniform board of
New York, Aug. 26.—A woman,
health is receiving advices arming situation in the interior of Mrs. I. Nauheirn, Just Home From
oesterday. They went down early rank of the Kn ghts of Pythias as from
said
to belong to one of the most
some points in the gate of mod- Russia tends to make the Czar
California, the Victim.
In the morning to meet Dr. Albright, well as commander of the Third
aristocratic
families in New York, reified
quarantines resulting from its tractable. At any rate he gives indiof the Tennessee state board of regiment which is now in camp.
lated a remarkable story of a young
own campaign of education and the catons of willingness to consider
Mrs. I. Nauheim, who rettuned Fri man's self-sacrifice and
The reception to be given to Col.
health. and Dr. Jones, of the Meman $86,000
fact that centers of infection outside once more President Roosevelt's pro- day night from
a visit to California, bbaclernailing plot to Attorney
\ phis board of health, and have the Henry will be an elaborate event and of
Carl
New
Orleans
disappearin
are
g
posals
or
-a
compromise at Ports- had several valuable articles of jew- Fischer-Hansen in
embargo on the health certificates is- one of the most enjoyable functions
his office yesterhere and there. The fact that none mouth. The president of the famine elry stolen from her trunk.
the
of
When
encampment, though aimed
sued out of Paducah raised. In the
day.
except the first imported cases have relief committee, Prince Lvoff, after the trunk reached
her home the
afternoon they telegraphed The Reg- chiefly as a tebute of the local
She visited him for the purpose of
appeared at Shreveport or Bunkle, having been received in audience by straps and clasps
had been tampered obtaining a pardon for the young
itter the result of their vibit as *al- Knights of Pythias to a distinguish- and
that the Bon Ami infection in the czar, said today:
with and were unbuckled. On exam- man-- a college student—w
ed tneniber.
lows:
ho, She
Calcasieu is likely to be wiped out, "The latest interior troubles have ining the contends; of her trunk
it said, vas serving a term in Sing Sing,
is making an impression on the skep greatly affected the emperor. He real- was discovered
Memphis, Tenn., Aug. 26.—Satisthat someone had
ELLIS GLENN AGAIN.
tics who at the beginning placed lit- izes the difficulty of continuing the gained entrance thereto and stolen having been sent there as a burglar.
factory arrangements have been made
This young roan had been in lore
to have health certificates issued at She Looms Up in Michigan as a Note tle faith in the mosquito theory. At war while the country is ebullient several costly articles of jewelry and with
her. He w4c„eisiting her in
all
three
of
these points the fever with discontent. The DOUITKI ukase other things. The exact loss is not
Paducah
honored in TenT1CVStt
Forger.
her
apartment
*tele'ber husband rewas scientifically treated and appar- has proved unsatisfactory and larger yet known as she does not know
(Signed) D. A. Yeiser and H. P.
how turned unexpectedly doe day.
ently
successfully. The result is concessoris are
Sights.
demanded while many things are missing until a more
Ellis Glenn, the woman who was
To save the wife's honor the young
Now No Need for Quarantining.
arrested in Paducah while attired in shown in the fact that Natcritoches famine affects the people of twenty- thorough examination f made. It is student posed as a burglar. He was
and
other points are raising their four provinces, and they require im- not known where the baggage was
The success of Mbyor Yeiser and man's garb, has shown up again in
arrested, and the wife was the "chief
Dr. Sights' trip as indicated above Lapeer, Mich. She as under arrest gnarantines or modifying them.
mediate relief. I have received r,- tampered with or by whom, but the witness when his
ihraignment came.
There is no change in the fever 000,000 roubles ($r 50,000) for this matter will be investigated.
sisIttat4 and no doubt will allay much charged with being implicated iti
On his plea of. guilty he was sent to
a eitnation
itself here today. Two work and more ie pretsingly necesof she talk in behalf of establishing land deal in which Stephen
A. LockSing Sing for three years.
deaths' were reported early today, sary for our treasury is empty. These
a qparantine that Paducah's health wood, a merchant CI Lapeer,
warn
Then iollowed the blackmailing
certificates might be recognized in figured out of $2,50o. A worthlesis both occurring during the night, and weighty considerations are turning
plot. The woman says a former serthere
was
the normal number of new the tide in the direction of peace. The
Tennessee, It was contended that check, Glenn's long suit, was the
vant in the house knew of the incicases,
an embargli had been placed upon Pa means of entraping the victim.
czar is also inclined towards further
dent and used it in extorting $86.000
The
ducah certificates and that &is node woman ocenpied a cell in the city
concessions to put down discontent in
,
from her .
jail
them worthless and the holders in Paducah. having been arrested
the interior. He understands that the HAS GOTTEN DOWN TO WORK
Fumigating Premises.
at
Wants
- 4
Him
Pardoned.
could not go into Tennessee even on the postoffice by Robert. Menifee,
WITH VIM AND
Following the appeal of the Ma- national assembly without the liberty
exA month ago the woman's husbaed
a business trip. But if the state- city jailer, while she was attempting rine hospital authorities, g large num of speech is impossible."'
CREDIT.
died. Now she is willing to make
ments made were facts things are to cash a money order.
Through the activity of the pacific
She worked ber Of house-holders today are engag
any sacrifice tei release the youth.
now to be changed, for the Paducah in Rehkopf's collar factory
ed
in
fumigating their premises. Many states the czar has received many
and was
The full particulars of the amazing
certificates are to be recognized and above suspicion of being a man.
others it is expedbed will do so to- petitions urging him to make peace. Today Being Sunday Services Will
tale ,will be unfolded in the executive
all who want to go into Tennessee.
morrow. It is estimated that 25 per United States Ambassador Meyer is
Be Held and Little Work Done—
chamber at Albany, when application
whether for plea-sure or on business,
cent, of the house-holders disinfected in constant communication
with
A Member Ill.
PAINFUL MISHAPS.
for the man's pardon comes before
can now do so provided ;boy can selast Sunday. If 25 per cent, more Peterhol.
Gov. Higgins. The widow realizes
sure a local health certificate under Two Workers at Machines
Are Acci- follow suit this week there will be
that at that time 'her identity most
the rules heretofore observed, that of
measurable
satisfaction. Within the
dentally Injured.
MAY AMOUNT TO MUCH
The Third- regiment has gotten become public, yet she is wiling to
being in good health and not having
next two weeks it is anticipated that
down to ias camp work witbavins and Drake the sacrifice in order to release
been within an infected yellow fever
Clyde Bell, son of Mr. E. E. Bell, all the premises in New Orleans will Many Wires Between London and
credit. The regiment is gning to fuls this man, who has done more than
district for five days previous to the of the spoke factory on South
Japanese Ministers.
Third have been treated to surphur or pyre
ly sttstan itself as the best one in King Edlward ever conceived of wen
issuing of the certificate.
street, was the victim of a painful ac- thrum treatment. Than they should
the state guards.
Yesterday the he set the stamp of royal approval •
The work of Mayor Yeiser and Dr. colent yesterday. His left hand
London. Aug. 26.—.The frequency, work of the regiment won many com- upon a man
be- be is considered essential to the suc"perjuring himself like t,
Sights at Memphis and their work at came entangled in some machinery cess of the federal plan.
with which messages ate passing be? mendaticms.
gentlemana
under certain conditions. i'
Cairo relative to Paducah certificates and the third finger was torn
The announcement off yellow fever tween Lord Lansdowne, the foreign
off. l)r.
Monday Gov. Beckham will review
Mr. Hansen is now trying to prO-1
being accepted in all Illinois points Carl Sears dressed
at
Gulfport
created no surprise here. „seeretary, who is now in Ireland, and the regiment and then leave for
the wound.
cure the pardon, but he refuses absoexcept Cairo would seem to he all
Miss Flora Futrill, an employe of It was anticipated from knowledge in 4thf Japanese legation in London by Frankfort. The review will occur in lutely to give out the name
of the
that the ,seanonahle Amid demand. the Mergenthaler-Horton
possession
of
the local authorities. means of the foreign office is suppos- the afternoon at 3-30 o'clock. There woman.
basket facThe werman, it was Learned, i
With such outlets to the territory tory, got her
All
the
coast
towns
are
now
ed
mdicate
to
extenda
exchange
miutual
right arm caught and
of will then no doubt be the largest is a member of an old New York
%herein one basiness houses find the badly lacerated between
some cog ing their quarantines to Gulfport. views on the part of England and crowd yet seen at Camp Yeiser pres- faintly and her husband was a ,
hulk of their trade it would seem wheels, necessioni
no several stitches. Biloxi has thrown a cordon around Julian relative to the Portsmouth ent as spectators.
ororrinent business man. She is a '
that in there tames of general dull- This mishap also occnrred
yesterday. herielf and Bay St. Louis, Pass Chris deadlock. This ciaumstance is conToday being Sunday the regsment member of one of the leading churchness more is not needed.
tian and other cities are following sillered favorable to peace, eince it will "work out" 'but
little. This af- es, has been prominently identified
Certaitity, :the work of the gentlethat course. There will, however, be shows that Tokio is still consulting ternoon the usual dress
A Chi!cl's Narrow Escape.
review will with charitable and church work, and
men disposes of the otrongest part. of
no general quararelne by New Or- lipndon, for it is known that every occur
many
and
will
witness
the ex- in the summer stays at Narragansett I
any argument made for a quarantinA little child of Benjamin Klein, leans against either Gulfport or Mis irripulse emanating from London ercises without doubt.
Pier. She has a comfortable income '
ing of the city and should end any the shoemaker of too Broadway, nar- sissippi City.
tends toward a settlement without
The Third has a chaplain and he and proposes to spend it all, if necfurtive- contention upon this point.
rowly escaped being killed or seriousfurther war.
will hold services today. This will esoary, to release the man who begutsiness Not Hurt.
• iy, injured yesterday afternoon about
Handicap for Blanchard.
Denia/s Continue.
be the first serviees held at the camp came a convict to shield her."
A contention often heard the past 6 o'clock. The child was crawsing
Denials continue to issue from during the encampment.
The discovery of additional cases
Husband Never Knew.
few days in, behalf of quarantining the street near Second -and Broadway at Lake
Providence threatens to bot- Downing street that England is askCaptain J, II. Bo.swell, of Co. I.
came to this cite to begin the
She
was that Paducah's position before and was knocked down by a horse's tle up that town
completely and will ink Japan to try to get over the in- Third regiment happened to a painful proceedings and reasserted
the country was killing off her trade foot striking her.
to Narrahandicap Gov. Blanchard in his ef- demnity diffitulty. It is contended accident Friday night at "camp Yeiconsulting
gansett
after
her
lawyer
because her commercial men were
A carriage with two horses was be- forts to restore railroad communica- that Japan is the successful litigant ser." He walked against and fell
and instructing hineiss net the matter
not permitted to go into centain local ing driven along Broadway
and the tion in that portion of the state. and therefore Russia should pay the over the wire surrounding the quar.1,
under way. . 4 ' .
ities to secure bowlines*. There were child ran into the street in front of Fortunately
•
for Lake Providence cost's- Nevertheless, it is recognized ters of the signal -corps and sprained
About a month ago, as far as can
some developris yesterday which the team and before the animals there is a private
that,
inasmuch
Ruswa
as
ready
to
is
Iris eboiilder. He will be disabled be learned, the woman's husband died.
hospital there and
PVC stronsi dliptte to the statenieut could be stopped the child was shov- it has been placed
at the disposal of evacuate Manchuria, to abandon all from duty for 'several days. The ac-, He never suspected that the man he
that a failute to send out traveling ed down and only slightly missed
be- the anthorities. The state board will claims to Port Arthur and I)alny, to
t was a very unfortunate one. had e-ist to state prison was other
men was kising much trade, kr The ing stow* on the head by eine of the send nurses from
here to aid the give japan a free 'fend in Korea and
Pat Rute, a member of Co. I. than a burglar. He often remarked
Register learned ol several innances isorse's hoof. The child was picked Lake Providence
people. Dr. Mar- presumably to leave Sakhalin to its of Ole Third regiment was taken iil that it was lucky Hang he returned
a
where some of the largest houses of up and sent home more frightened cour and his
hand of nurses are ex- conqueror*. the Japanese government w'f's typhoid fever last night and was home in time
to catch a bioglar, and
the city had recefvU orders for than hurt.
pected to reach stricken Leeville to- would be able to resume the war with, cert to his home in Mayfield earl?'
doubted his wife's Mieloy.
never
.
stoptc—and iiood
tros---along
day. President 'Souchon and party a far less powerful moral sanction, thi.a morning. tie was -accompanied
How the woman came to see that
S-ith the explanation that the orders
Some Tobacco Will Be Save' d.
went to Patterson today and will de- either Japanese or foreign, than -it by 1)r. Jettin L. Dismiikes, Jr., the
her duty was to reseue the man who
had been sent by mail because of the
The work of clearing away the de- termine whether the state board shall has hitherto enjoyed.
reg mental surgeon of that company. had already been a year in psison is
quarantining so many places was do- bris of the warehouse fire of last take full charge of
Something Fresh.
the situation
During the dress parade yesterday not known. She is ware that when
ing had doubtless kept the men from Wednesday night, has been pushed there.
In view of these considerations, it affe:noon one of the soldier boys bethe matter _gets into the gosternor's
calling. One house said that it found since the embers got cool enough to
The city authorities hate taken I, regarded as at least possible that came ill and fell in the ranks. He
hand's her ':dentity and all the det,olc
no difference at all in its business work in them Much of the tobacco steps leo supply
enter
today's conference wsos removed to the hospital departmosquito bars to the Japan will
must necessarily become pubic, yet
and was ratiafied that in a f,w days which was in the hogshead,' hale been Parish prisons, houses
of refuge and at Portsmouth A...Os/something fresh ment.
is determined to go leeward at
she
'more all fear of the fever would be found in a very fair condition and jails, as a result
looking
toward the removal of
of a recent report to say
sacrifice
to free the man who had
any
at rest and that the people then can be saved, the tight way in which of the grand jury.
The necessity for the deadlock. If this impression
A Death in Golconda.
the courage and wit to preshase her
anuld lose all initetest in le certifi- the tobacco was packed preventing it this has been
emphasized by the ap- should prove illusive, it is thought
soo„
fair name.
cate and quarantine qtiectionk.
from being bure.
pearance of two cases of yellow fever likely that the czar will temporarily
severMorro.
Mrs.
who
had
S.
W.
Ironclad Certificates Required.
It is unders cid that the two in local prisons.
withdraw his envoys in order that
relatives in the city, died Friday at ENDED BY CUTTING THROAT'
.After the shove -was pm in type warehouses burned out will mahe no
there may be another great battle al
her home in Golconda of cancer. She
Pilitycli.iYliser„retiv- died fro?, 'Mem- atternio to do bussittess until the next
Mlanchuria
in
ROWED FOR BET OF $3,500
when Gen. Linevitch
%sas Se, years old and. a prominent George Wolfe!, Covington Man Who •
phis and called upon The Register. season,
shall decide that the proper moment
worker in church circles. Besides
His explanation of the dal •rnade
Shot Employer, Suicides.
Sailors From Kearsarge Beat Hiber- to strike has arrived.
rna...,y- other relatives in Illinois she
with the Tennessee authorities was
Bitten By a Mule.
nian Boat Club of Newport.
leaves three nieces in Paducah. Mrs.
Cincinnati. Aug. 25—Geo. Wolfel,
to the effect that all certificates have
While attemptinst to pat a bridle
NOT ALWAYS EASY SAILING. Lee Rhodes, Mrs. Lucien Durrett and
an expert machiciet, who, after hav,to be 5W OT ti• to as toltatements of on a mule Friday afternoon "
Newport. R. T., Aug. 26.—A fouriBabe"
Mrs. John Enders. The Paducah ing been dirharged for drunkenness
contents and signed by Dr. Greets Vesee.r
. got his fiongeryin t4e nai- mile race between twelve-oared Cut- Some of the Troubles of County
attended the funeral serv- sonic months ago, shot his employer,
relatives
and•Dt.
lie -broaght borne aegis eitu tb Cot cold& not eAract it ter screws from the
Superintendent Ragsdale.
battleship
ices at Golconda yesterday afternoon. Richard C. Stewart, of the Stewart
copiss of style of certificates and will until it was bitten off. The mule Kearsarge and the Hibernian boat
Covingto
today c haye them pt Wen nee at once. Cer- clamped down and played the tun- club, of Newport, resulted in a victory
Prof. A. Mi. Ragsdale, superintend- Many "Rebating' Suits. at Mayfield. iron work
mitte4.
is
i
e in
at his _
tified copies-Of the (looters' signatures.der0 sod sortie raciest. After much Frklay for the packies. The prize ent of county aohoots,
says that -oevAt flaytterld Sattgday 24 suits were city. hi
rt recovered,
d
will also have to be supplied to the çresusion the mole let go of
tyre., the Narragansett Bay challente eral districts in the county are al- filed again*
the' Gestate filgtirance Wolfe!'
intone,
lared
but
-Tennessee health officers before the
‘p
%nu,
a
and Mr. •yaggeur .
side
bet of $3,5o0. The ways in a turmoil and that as; fast as coeugpuy
Ilet .go lotAnd lI4 Caldweit, Its ter a
me vets 'Ateleasecl f4rs
certificates wit be recognized. Noth- the doctor.
rse WS,51 straight away, and after the differences are alttricabby settled
rebating' of in- 41i'e
agent,
for
the alJ
He 'eofttted *A ea
ing short or all these agretntesits
thle fifes half mile the sailors had the in one some kind of dissatisfaction surance policies.
Each suit is for signs tit mental dfsturbance, and towould be listened to.
its eloping meeting at Nareaganset race well in hand. Their tome seas among, the trustees crops out in are
$soo, the, whole amount aggrcgatkng day, after a violent,.„ _quarrel! with tie
,minutes it t-2 scrofula, and the other district.
Pier it. 'AV, 14,01.
$t2.00o &Atari miler haviaed filed -wife,. he rut bie thetat's• •
Getting in Shape.
Hibernian,
seconds
Now at the onort critical period in flys and several other conntiee for
The buildings of the 1iry.
Dun'a agency rtp9r
tAtor the week
with the et:Cools, another serious rebating se feet snits. The remestey
John Lea, of Spring Plat+.
Mt
company rtitiv 'under
Louis Suddeth, a lineman, was problem presents itself. The trouble is a isoo fine
}net eatetied salits`the
e crops have
for a company adjudged Ga., l.a4 heel) arrested accused Of
i,st
co/inlet*. About Vitiktv.edes
electroeute
d
d in Memphis Friday.
siOna
**s
is the collection of schoo; tax in dia- guilty of rebating.
.
killing 'Mtf attsbaad.
1

Tennessee Will Recognize
Paducah Certificates.
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s
more as the winter comes on. He is
making extra efforts to give the people more than the usual good bills
and if he succeeds one-half in his calculations the people will find more
If I Had Known.
'wally admirers who held her in es- than the usual
amount of pleasure in ONE TO BE GIVEN TO THE
teem.
If I had known in the morning
The
Keatiucky's attractions this
GUNBOAT PADUMr. Hisey is a son of Mr. Phil S. year.
. How wearily all the dey
CAH.
flisey,
of this city, and was born and
The words unkind
•••
reared here going to Cairo to live
Would trouble my mind
Paducahans Marry at Cairo.
several years since. There, too, he
I said when you went away,
A couple from this place, where Subscriptions to the Fund Being Se- CONSULT
stands well and has won a responsiTHIS COMPANY. NO REAL ESTATE
had been more careful, darling,
they
have many friends who were
cured by the Daughters of
OF ANY KIND TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL TO TRANSACTION
position
with the Big Four railhle
Nor given you needless pain,
BE HANDLED
pleased to learn of their marriage
the Confederacy.
IN OUR PLACE. WE HAV4 A THOROUGH
road company and has many.friends.
But we vex "our own"
EQUIPME
NT; EXlast
Monday
evening at the court
PERT INFORMATION AND PROMPT SERVICE.
They returned to Cairo the evenWith look and tone
EITHER CALL,
house
in
Cairo,
were
duly
united
in
TELEPHONE, WIRE OR WRITE
We might never take beck again. ing oi their marriage and since have ‘‘,edicAck by Judge W.
Si Dewey, of
Some time ago the Commercial club
been at home to their friends there
that place. It was in a manner a sur decided to secure
at the home of Mrs. J. S. Hacker,
a fund by popular
ror though in the quiet evening
prise marriage though not unexpected subsoription for the
at
Washington
Fifth
and
they
purpose of donat, where
You may give me the kiss of peace,
among friends.
ing a suitable silver service to the
have taken rooms.
Yet it might be
Mr. Tapscott recently found it to 'officers of the gun boat Paducah, in MECHANICS' AND FARMERS'
Ilea
SAVINGS BANK-REAL ESTATE
That never for me
interest to locate in Wickliffe. recognition of the compliment paid
his
DEPARTMENT.
The pain of the heart would cease. Complimentary Park Dance.
Not caring to reside there alone he our cF,ty by the navy department in
The second dance given by the induced Mrs. Ross
slow many go forth in the morning
to join him there naming this 'handsome war vessel
young men ofi the city complimentary and end their
That never ,,ome home at night!
courtship in wedlock after our beautiful city.
to Gov. Beckham and staff and the and Cairo was chosen
And hearts have broken
as their Gretna
President A. J. Decker, of the Comguests of Camp Yeiser occurred last Gre en.
And harsh words spoken
mercial club, interested the DaughTuesday evening at the Wallace park
That sorrow can nt'er set rightl
The couple have taken up their ters of the Confederacy
in securing
pavilion. The attendance was large home in
Wickliffe and thence friends these subscriptions.. Recently this
We have careful thoughts for the and the dance was a most enjoyable here are sending
them congratula- work has been taken up actively by
stranger,
affair in all respecit. The presence of tions and good wishes.
these ladies, and since then Mrs. RobAnd smiles for the coming guest; the distinguished guests was largely
IWO
Do you want a first class Job by an
ert Phillips has turned over to the
But oft for our own
enhanced by many of the city's most
Encampmen
t
Officers'
Dance.
secretary
Commercial
club
of
the
the
charming ladies and gallant gentleThe bitter tone,
A second most delightful dance at following subscriptions:
expert workman? If you do take
Though we have "our own" the men.
Wallace park pavilion took place last Scott Hardware Co.
$1o.00
best;
The governor arrived at the dance
it to
Friday evening. The affair was given Kolb DiuBors & Co.
10.00
'And lips witlh curve impatient,
at to o'clock, escorted by his staff,
ty the officers of the encampment. Geo. Wallace
5.0o
Ahl brow with that look of scorn Col. Hindman and his staff, the bugand was complimentary to the young D. W. Coons
5.00
Twere a cruel fete
;ars and the regimental band. A
men of'the city in return for the W. F. Bradshaw
5.00
Were the night too late
military drill similar to the one of
many favors shown the officers since Sam Hughes
5.00
To undo the work of morn.
the Second regiment ball was exe224 Broadway,
their coming to the city. The num- D. A. Yeiser
20.00
Paducah, Ky.
-Margaret E. Sangster.
cuted and the buglar played the saber of guests was large and a most, Nagel & Meyer
50.00
42111•
lute to the colors after which the
delightful evening was spent. The Walkerstein Bros.
5.0o
staff officers executed a pretty sword
Cairo Couple Weds Here.
officers of the encampment as hosts Friedknan & Keiler
so.00
Last Sunday morning two estima- drill under the command of Colonel were gallant and their guests will R. Rudy
5.00
Ible young people came to Paducah Hindman.
long remember the occasion. Many W. F. Paxton
10.00
A reception wts held for a few min
from Cairo ostensibly to visit relaladies from the camp and the city Jas. Utterback
5.00
tives here of the gentleman. They utes to allow the governor and his graced the dance and lent much to Frank Fisher
5.04
had already plighted their love and party to meet the people, after which the pleasing event in doing so. The Paducah Kanleing
10.00
Co.
en route decided to surprise all their the governor led the grand march ladies of the camp assisted the gen- E. W. Bagby
2.00
friends and relatives as well by be- with Mrs. Harry Tandy. The german tlemen in receiving the guests.
Dennis Mocquot
5.0o
N% as danced and was led by Saunders
ing united in marriage while here.
at.
T.
Leech
C.
5.00
This intention they soon after ar- Fowler. Deal's orchesttral band fur- Quiet but Pleasant.
25.50
C. H. Rieke & Son
rival carried out and then relatives nished music.
Socially the past week was rather Biederman Gm. Co.
5.00
A number of the wives of the staff
and friends were promptly /ratified.
quiet. The functions of interest Paducah Water Co.
10.00
officers
present,
were
among
them
The parties to this happy event
were chiefly those pertaining to the Lode Clare
5.00
were Miss Hazel Johns and Mr. Fred Mrs. D. Y. Beckham, Mrs. T. A. encampment, and
5.00
these were not as Capt. Jag Koger
Hall,
Mrs.
A.
McCormack
T.
Mrs.
,
Ifisey, of Cairo, both of whom are
numerous as were those of the week Rudy, Phillips & Co.
5.00
well known in our neighboring city. Noel Gaines, Mks. H. T. Gaines, Mrs. prtvious. However, the
5.00
few everts Husnanet Bro.
Mott
Ayres
Mrs.
Harry
and
Tandy.
The marriage, which ended a long
were most pleasant, particularly the Mks. Victoria Thompson
5.00
aND
courtship and only united the couple
dance given Wednesday night at the Mrs. D. W. Coons
5.00
a few weeks earlier than the date The Kentucky.
V..allace park pavilion tp Gov. Beck- Hon. Ha) Corbett
5.00
they had chosen, was solemnized at
During the past week The Ken- ham and his staff and the dance giv- Wallace- Weil
3.00
70:30 a. m. at. the parsonage of the tucky was again opened to the amuse en Friday night at
5.00
the same place by Chamblin & Murray
Broadway M. E. church, by Rev. T. merit lovers, much to their delight. the officers of the camp
1.00
to the young Rev. W. E. Cave
J. Newell, and was naturally very The popular resort is now under the men of the city.
I.00
There are no par- A. R. Roust
quiet no relatives or friends being management of the constructing corn ticular announceme
1.00
nts for this weeic R. Walker
taken into the confidence of the cou- pany, with Mr. Tom W. Roberts as except another dance to
the encamp- Dr. D. G. Murrell
too
Of Paducuth, Kentucky,
ple
acting manager. It had been thor- ment officers, but some impromptu
Mrs. His', as she now is, is the oughly overhauled during the closing affairs are certain
Capital and Surplus $1/
to occur.
Science and YeUcrw Fever.
55,000
daughter of Mr. and Mks. David season and presented an improved
•••
Johns, of Cairo, where she was born and greatly beautified
condition.
(Louisville Post.)
and reared. There she was widly Manager Roberts has booked a num- Delightful Hay Ride.
Miss Nona Stokes gave a hay ,de
For a week the reports from New ED P. NOBLE,PRES.
0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE&
known for her sweet disposition and ber of splendid attractions for the
attractive ways and consequently had fall and winter but expects to catch Thursday evening in honor of her Orleans have been altogether of a
N.
W.
VAN
CULIN
CASHIER.
charming visitor, Miss Eura Coles, of fzvorable character. The significant
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your
Mayfield. Those who enjoyed the feature is the low death rate. This
deposits. Pays 4
evening's outing were Mrs. Leta Poe, indicates either that the treatment per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits..
Safety boxes in firs
Miss Eura Cole, oi Mayfield, Miss itself has been wonderfully successproof vault for rent at $3 to $zo per year as to size. You
carry your owe
Jessie MrClanahan, of Mariana, Ill.; ful or that many of the so-called
key
and no one but yourself has access.
Miss Georgia Isernan, Lucille Penny cases of yellow fever were indeed
witt, Nellie Stokes, Bessie and Eliza- only ordinary malarial attacks. Durbeth Porter, Dixie Eubanks, Pearl ing a yellow fever year everything is
Clark and Nona Stokes; Messrs. Al- ycllow fever.
bert Stein, Lacy Threlkeld, Will Reid
It is unfortunate that the local auJohn Wilkins, Godhp Roof, Marshal thorities in New Orleans did not
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
Jones, Mr. Smith, James Vance and take hold of this fever seriously and
Leo Rapp.
rublicly earlier in the season, but in
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
ea.'
case of an emergency of this characTo Do Your Shopping at L. B. Ogilvie & Co.'s Means Dinner for Guests.
ter men wiH hope against hope that management, for mints at the
To Save Money on Every Purchase.
Last Sunday evening Miss Ruth the worst is not possible and try by
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Clark, at 322 North Fifth street, en- concealment to protect the commutertained Sunday evening with a din- nity.
Very best, accommodations at reasonable rates
ner complimentary to Miss Xenoline
But the manner in which the local
Rickets, o6 Cairo. Those present authorities first, and then the federal
were: Mr. and Mrs. George Clark, authorities, have dealt with the epiMisses Xenoline Rickets, Nellie C. demic will go far to demonstrate the
Schwab, Caroline Ham, B. C. Wright fact that yellow fever is now in the
Dawson Springs, lEsettocky.
betas. R. C. Terrell, Capt. H. C. control of any intelligent health
Graves and several others.
board. The experience of 1905 should
For Vaults, Monuments and 0 eneral Cemetery Work Use
4.4MI
remove that apprehension of grave
Delightful Luncheon.
disaster the moment there is an anMiss Caroline Ham entertained nouncement of a case of yellow fever
with a delightful luncheon at Wal- in a neighborhood. It shows that
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental
and
lace park on lase Wednesday even- medical science has destroyed anothBuilding purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSing. Those present were: Misses er of the ancient terrors. It relieves
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does
Hattie Settle, Hallene Yancey, Cam- the whole human family of a source
not beline Ham, Mrs. M. E. Ham, Mrs. W. of fear, and fear is misery and uncome dark and discolored.
G. Dyeus, Mrs. J. W. Kidney, happiness". It protects commerce
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
Messrs. Cox, Bratt Kennedy, G. E. from shotgun quarantine. It reduces
ALL OUR WHITE S-HIRT WAISTS AT HAIF PRICE.
Wilson, Dr. G. B. Froage and Capt. business disturbance to a minimum.
Frank Maddox.
Assured now of the early disapA LINE OF loc. PERCALESTO CLOSE, sc. THE YARD.
•e•
pearance of yellow fever, commerce
SOLE AGENT, ifJog TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
Another Dance Wednesday.
can resume its ordinarily channels,
ODDS AND ENDS IN PILLOW TOPS TO CLOSE, !c.c.
The third dance of the series given and the ordinary channels of comAND 25c.
by the young men of the city com- merce this year promise to 'be all too
SOME 'sc. LAWNS, TO CLOSE, 5c. THE YARD.
plimentary to the state guard officers small for the volume of business, eiiwill occur Wednesday evening at pecially in the South. The whole
9 TO is-INCH JAP FANS 15C, 20C AND 25C VALUES,
Wallace park. Like the other two, country is rejoicing in unprecedented
5 CENTS.
the weather permitting, fi will be crops. The Southern states have to
(Incorporated.)
made a delightful affair.
At this an unexampled degree diversified
WE HAVE SOME GOOD VALUES ON OUR REMNANT
General Cartage Business,
dance will be a number of new offi- their productions, thus producing cotCOUNTER.
cers and sonic well known among our ton at a lower cost than heretofore Superior Facilities for
Office
A LINE OF COLORED SIL.K GLOVES FOR
people.
and securing a better price. With
FALL
Handlin
g
Freight,
Machine
ry
WEAR
good health established, with good
2nd and Monroe
a It a
Picnic Supper at Wallace Park.
crops assured, the Southern outlook And Household Goods.
Both 'Phones ii
A FULL LINE OF LACE CURTAINS IN NEW STYLES.
Mr. and MirF, John Roberts, Mr. is brighter than at any other period
?nd
Mrs
°
in
history.
Fred
Denant
Miss
and
Mar
NEW THINGS IN CARPETS AND RUGS.
garet Branch had- a picnic supper at
Wallace park last Sunday night. SurPreparing to Begin Their Contract
geon General Myers, of Louisville, of
feitsrfo Robertson & Gardner, the
the First 'regiment of Kentucky state contractors, will Tueschay ship their
guards was their guest General My- teams, wagons and other implements
ers entertained the party at the Ho- to Hopkinsvilie where they will be
tel Lagornarsino Tuesday at dinner. used lin the big sewerage contract
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boileri.e
that the gentlemen landed thieve last
Lodge Members Entertained.
week. The work, will be inaugurated
Wednesday afternoon last from 2 Wednesday and six months or over
to 5 o'clocla Mrs, Mike Iseman enter- will be required to complete
the job
tained the ladies of Evergreen and is carloads of sewer pipe has already
Magnolia Grove lodges of Woodmen arrived there. There are 60 car loads Office Phone 369.
Residence Phone 726
of the World. The reception was in of the prpe to be used in the entire
honor of Mrs. Claude Higgins, of line of sewers, Mir. George Gardner,
Mayfield, and Mrs. W. H. Ralph, of one of the contractors, is
and may
Memphis, visitors in the city, and was not be able to go their for several
mad* a pleasant occasion.
days,

Chet-Meek in, Social

SILVER SERVICE

Do You Want Jo Rent

1

Buy or Sell Real Estate Or
Insure Your Property?

S.T. RAN DLE, Manager

V

•

Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?

Te
ass
chi
chi

pri
shi
thi
of
at

John I. 131eich, Jeweler.

J E. COULSON,

Steam and Ilot Water Heating.
Phone 133.

529 Broadway.

THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO

OGILVIE'S.

New Century Hotel

Price Bros.& CO.,

SP[CIAL OIT[RING

GREEN RIVER STONE

Monday, August 28th.

John S.Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works

Paducah Transfer Company
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

A

1

Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE

B. Ogilvie & C

AGENTS VOL BUTTIMICK PATTERNS

Campbell Block.

L. L. BEBOUT

Mrs. E. L. Whitesides, osteopath,
Edward Fallen, who a year since
609 1-2 Broadway; Pheneta, Old 1434 divorced his ',Rife after 'fiffy years of
and New 76t.
wedding bliss, dies at Grand Fords,
N. D., just after being remarried to10
'
.
1c1 ?Maip Del •his wife.
, I

General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Broadway
Phones: Oak* 365--Residence 1696

,
306

F<
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tires
regti
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IN THE CHURCHES CATCHES A CAM DOG AS WITNESS
WHERE AND WHEN SERVICES DESPERATE CROWD
OF CLEVWILL BE HELD
ER WORKERS UNEARTHED
TODAY
AND JAILED

SCTION
NDLED
T; EX.
t CALL,.

"Nick Carter" May Figure
In York-Newton Trial.

4

The New Moline

4++ITif

While Several of the Postors Are Ab- Were
Uncovered and
Arrested OPINI
ON RENDERED BY
sent Many Will Be in Their
Through Efforts of a Clever.
Pulpits.
COURT OF APPEALS.
,Tennessee Detective.

or
:STATE

Rev. S. H. Eshman, of Puloski,
Tenn., wild preach today, forenoon
and evening, at the First Christian
church. Rev. Eehman visits the
church here by invitation with the
view of "looking over the grounds"
prospect ve to a call to the pastorship of the congregation here if all
things arc favorable. All members
of the church are urged to be present
at both services.

g?

r.
., Ky.

Milian, Tenn., Aug. 26.—A desper- Testimony as to Bloodhound Trailing
ate gang of alleged thieves, blackMay Be Given to the Jury
mailers and murderers has been unUnder Certain Condition.
earthed by Detective C. S. D. Hawkins. The members of the gang have
been operat:ng for year,' in seseroosisyr
JUDGE GUFFY DISSENTED
Tennessee, Illinois and Mississippi.
AGAINST THE DOG.
Hawkins has so jar had nine men
and twist women indicted, and expects to land others in prison.
Frankfort, Ky., August 26.—Upon
a decision of the court of appeals upThrown in Prison.
There will be no services at the
About six weeks ago a man was holding the competency of evidence
Grace Episcopal church today.
arrested at Waverley, Tenn., under based on the trailing of a bloodhound
suspicion, and lodged in jail on a the commonwealth's officers may
WE HAVE RECEIVED A LARoz. ti.j
Sunday school services will be held charge of cprrying
otsoissoETE LINL
concealed weap- have to depend in the two murder
NEW MOLINE WAGONS, AND ASK THE
at the Tenth street Christian church ons. Hawkins had
PUBLIC TO CALL AND
himself throws cases of the past two weeks, that of
INSPECT THEM. OUR PRICES ARE AS
this morning at 9:30 o'clock_
LOW AS YOU WILL
in the same cell with the man, who James R. York, of Anderson county,
PAY FOR A MUCH CHEAPER WAGON.
was named Jim Owens. and on the of which Wm. H. Voris is accused,
WE, ALSO, HAVE A COMPLETE LINE
The Home Mission society of the blotter against li,
OF BUGGIES, SURname Was regis- and w that of George and James D.
RIES, RUN-ABOUTS, SPRING WAGONS AND
Broadway Methodist church will meet tered burglar
PHAETONS.
and an-round desper- Smith, of this county, of which Cal
OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS THE MOST
Monday afternoon at 4 o'clock at the ate crook.
COMPLETE IN
In some way he manag- Newton is accused. The evidence in
THE CITY
church.
ed
to
secrete
both
about
cases
his
person
is
circumst
a
antial and Capt.
WE, ALSO. CARRY AN UP-TO-DATE LINE
•
W•momiwon
OF HARNESS,
small kit of burglar tools, which he
bloodirotuid, "Nick Carter"
SADDLES, COLLARS AND BRIDLES.
The young men's Bible class will used with good
effect in getting into has been used In both. Attorney Jas.
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER
meet at the Y. M. C. A. this after- the confiden
OUR IMMENSE
ce of his cellmnte. To A. Scott, who is to defend Newton,
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE
noon at 3 o'clock. The class will be Owens lie
PURCHASING.
related marvelous stories has declared. that the evidence canled by C. C. Needham.
about hie numerous dare-devil eaca- not be relied upon, and says that the
pades, the many robberies he had aniinlal went the same route which
The Ref W. E. Cave will preach cormnitted,
the gruesome murders his assistant, Attorney W. C. Maron "Points of Results" this moen- that accompa
nied some of them, and shall, took when be went to investiing at the First Presbyterian church. the
large amount of swag they net- gate the case.
There will be no evening services.
ted him'. Owens readily believed
In an exhaustive dissent from the same degree, and that some dogs of
Hawkins When he said that he could opinion 'mentioned, Judge
pedigree prove
worthless
B. L. D. purest
'A sunrise prayer serv-ce will he easily
break out of jail,. and wanted Guffy closes his opinion: "It
seems upon trial. It is stated in the Encyfield at the Cumberland Presbyterian to
take Owens with tint if he could to me that the use of bloodho
unds clopedia Britanica title 'Dog,' that
church this morning at 6:30 o'clock.
find a gang of brave, resolute fellows properly belongs to the
days of slav- 'the bloodhound, regarded by many
All are cordially invited to attend.
to go with.
ery and of the bloody criminal code as the original stock feorn which all
of the dark ages, and in as much as other varieties of British hounds have
Christian Science service at 527
Secures a Confession.
the institution of slavery and the been derived, is not to •be met with
Broadway. Sunday school at 10:30
Now thoroughly topnotinicl, Ow- code aforesaid have
ceased to exist, in entire purity. Its distinguishing
o'clock a. no Subject, "Men." Testi- ens
told the bops, Isurglar that he, the hound should be
SOLE AGENT FOR
relegated to in- features are long, smooth and penmonial meetrag Wednesday at 8 p. m.
too, was s'tme pumpkins in the line nocuous desuetude."
duous ears, from eght to nine inches
Everybody cordially invited.
of misdeeds, and that he was so
LUZERNE COAL,
The case relied on is Pedigo vs. in length, roll muzzle, broad breast,
slick the officers did not even sus- Conwnonwealtio
decided in 1898 (103 muscular limbs and deep, sonorous
No preaching will be held at pect
him. Names, places and booty Ky. et.), and it was held that
testi- voice. The prevailing color is redthe Broadway Methodist church towere catalogued, and Hawkins made pony of trailing
AUGUST DELIVERY.
by bloodhounds of dish tan, darkened toward the upper
as the Rev. T. J. Newell is ab- a
note of each crime, ever yparticn one charged with crime
may be per- part, and often varied with large
sent from the city Sunday • school
Lump
and Egg ... • 1le Bushel
pant and the amount of goods taken mitted to go to the
jury for what it bla.ck spots. It stands about twenat osto o'clock in the morning. The
Nut
and wheie stored.
10( Bushel
ty-eight
is
worth
inches
as
one
high.'
the
of
circumst
It
is stated by
ances
Forivorth league at 7 o'clock.
lie was kept in the cell with ()w- which may tend to connect
the de- Webster that the bloodhound was
ens for two days and nights, and at fendant with the crime,
SEPTEMBER
DELIVERY.
when it is formerly used for pursuing runaway
The Rev. Dr. J. S. Cheek wtli
an agreed signal was removed, os- shown by someone having
preach on "Seeing Jesus" this mornpersonal slaves, and that 'other varieties of
Lump and Egg
13e Bushel
ing. at the First Baptieh church. In tenvibly to another cell on the oppo- knowledge of the fact that the dog is dogs are often used for the same purNut ...
.. . 12t Bushel
site side of the jail Having got- queetion is of pure
the evening the second aortnon on
blood and of a pose and go by the same name. The
ORDER
NOW.
the prodigal son will be preached. The ten all the secrets of the gang he stock charatterized by acuteness of Cuban bloodhound is said to be a vawent before the grand jory at Waver- scent and power
of discrimination, riety of the mastiff.'"
subject will be. "The Prodigal Son
ly and indicted every man implscat- and is itself possessed of
After a careful consideration of
in the Far Country."'
thene qualied by Owens, and soon had all of ties, and has been trained
or tested the sytioe court, we think that it may
them under arrest.
in their exercise in the tracking of be safely laid down that, in order to
The Rev. S. R. NWetra, of PerWa,
The home of this hand was on the human beings, and that the dog
will preach at the Fist Christian
so make such testimony competent, even
Tennerwe river, between Duck and trained and
tested was laid on the when it is shown that the dog is of
church this morning and evening. The
topic of the morn ng sermon will be Buffalo river,. They have worked trail, whether viesible or not, concern- pure blood and of a stock character-'
from the Missiesippi river east. Late- ing whirl) testimon
'The Power of the Gospel." In the
y has been admit- ized by acuteness of scent and power,
evening he will deliver a lecture on ly they have been operating in West ted at the point where the circum- of discrimination, it must be estabTennessee.
stances tend clearly to show that the lished that the dog in question is pos"The Persian and Mohammedan
It was members of thie gang that guilty party has been, or upon
'
tracks sessed of those qualities, and has been
wrote a letter to J. D. Jones, a rich which such circumst
ance% indicate to trained or tested in their exercise in
the tracking of fruition bings, and
There will be no German serv'ces merchant of Sycamore, Henderson have been mode by him.
at the German Lutheran church on county, demanding $1,5oo, and threatThe case was an indictment for ar- that these facts must appear from
thie morning. English services will ening to burn his residence and barn son from Barren county, and the the testimony of some person who
opinion was delivered by Judge Du- has pens...onob knowledge thereof. We
he held in the evening at 7:45 o'clock. if he fail to comply.
They burglarized several stores at Rene and concurred in
The subject for the evening sermon
by the whole think it must appear that the dog so
and court, Judge Cruffy dissenting
creek, Sycamore
will be "Christ the Chief Corner Stone Hurricane
and trained and tested was laid on the
trail whether visible or not, concernof Zion." Stindaysschool promptly at Bakersville dunng the past month writing a strong opinion.
or two.
The testimony showed that one ing which testimony has been admite):30 o'c'sock.
Neighbors, of Elizabethtown, had ted at a point where the circumWhere Money Is Not Enough.
The Rev. Dr. W. W. .Arnstrong
brought his dog to trail, the witness stances tend clearly to show th(Floresville, Neb., Chronicle.)
will preach on "Jeremiah in the Dunstating, "Next day after the fire, wit- goilty party has been, or upon a track
Give a man a ten-cent cigar and he ness, following the dog, Saw tracks which such circumstances indicate to
geon" this morning at the Trimble street Methodist clinrch. In the will beam all over and love you for going through Spencer's field; the have been made by hint When so
evening there will be a sical eeroce. so hours; offer him the ten cents tracke were about four feet apart, and indicated, the trial court should exThe leader, of the societies of the with which to buy it for himself and were the tracks of one person, and clude the entire testimony in that rechurch will make Istief talks on the he will throw it in your face. Give a looked like et person Was running, gard from the jury. It is well knowrr
following subjects: 'Why Saloons man a pass to a -show and he will call and dog followed the track. Witness that the exercise of a myeterious powyou a good fellow in all the languages stayed from fifty to one hundred er not possessed by human beings beAre
More Attractive Than
the
Churches'," "How 'reacher% Should at his disposal; offer him the money yards behind the dog, trying to keep gets in the minds of many people a FlIti)
•i.C.AH REAL FSTC.A
WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EASY
ouperetitious awe, like that inspired
Prepare the Sunday School Leeson," to buy a ticket and he will call you the crowd back."
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTE
RN
fool.
a
Ask
a
man
go
to
your
to
-and "How to be Sodal in the
After a statement of the, facts and by the bkeding of a corpse at the
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND
home to take "pot luck" and he will the evicts-nee the court says: "From toech of the supposed murderer, and
UST
'Church." All are invited to attend.
FREE TO EVERYBODY, SEND FOR
jump at the chance; give him $2 and the statement of facts it is evident that they see in such an exhibition a
tell him to -Fret a good meal at a cafe that the most important question is, direct interposition of divine provi11:1)6.• 44 W. waTTTEMOR.E.
High Class.
with your compliments and tie will whether the testimony in regard to dence in aid of human justice. The
The dollar is the (Wig and his actions was compe- very name bx which the animal is
A oe'l-krown New York compos- knock. you down
er, who not long felt the need of a mighty, but it ien't warm. Nothing tent On behalf of the common- called 'has a direct tendency to enAC117
reputable firm of agents to undertake chills hospitality and good fellowship wealth it was urged that this testi- hance its impressivenene of the perthe disposal of hie compositions, read snore than the touch of cold metal. mony Was adeniesible for what it was formance, and it woukl he dangerous
recently the advertisement of a but.- You may spend money on a friend, worth as one of the circumstances in the extreme to permit the intrdoCLEANLINESS
duction of eisc'h testimony in a crimeau which offered to place musical but you must not ask him to touch pointing to the guibt of appellant.
is
a
necessity to perfect Health and an essential element
On the other hand, it is insisted inal case under conditions which did
and other manuscripts with perblieh- it. Silver isn't a good conductor and
ere. Their charges were fairly high, you can't trannmit—Wilt as much cor- with great earnestnesis that while not fully justify itq consideration as
of Happiness.
friend evidence concerning the tracking of a circumstance tending to connect the
and the advertisement stated express- diality and hospitality to a
To prevent sickness and enjoy the
ly that only work "of the highest through the medium of a dollar as human being!) by dogs has been accused with the crime.
comforts of life you should equip your
grade" was handled by the bureau. by means' of a had cigar. Money sub sometime, acted upon by mobs it has
sleeping apartment or dressing chamber
The composer, thinking that this was stitute% for good looks and good never been admitted as competent in
Resigned to the Inevitable.
probably the opportunity he had been inasse with great success, buts can't the courts of any state except one,
with a snowy white, one-piece
(Spare
Moments
.)
1
looking for, sought the address given take the place of good fellowship and in that one under .conditions
The
invalid
called
laisyer,
in
his
"Stsedise Porcelain Enameled Lavawhich do not exist in this case; that and said:
in the advertisement. Entering the worth a toothpick.
tory and have running hot and cold
if admissible at all, it is impossibie
office, of the corcern, he found the
"I wish to explain again to you
DRIVE
N
BACK
BY
RUSSIA
NS
solely
upon
the
ground
that
manager, in his shirt sleeves, sitting
it is ex- about willing my property—"
water as desired at your touch.
pert testimony, and that no evidence
at a typewriter.
The
attorney
We have samples in our showroom
held
hand
up
reashis
Gen.
Linevitc
h Makes Report to Em- wa5 offered or admitted that the dog
"I understand you ' place misdeal
suringly.
and
will gladly quote you prices.
Peror
Nicholas
.
II
in question was qualified, or had been
composition, for a commission?" in"There, there," said he, "leave that
trleineo to track human beings, or all
quired the composer.
to me."
"That's right." was the answer; St. Petersburg, Aug. 25.--The ems even that he was, in fact, a bloodThe patient sighed resignedly.
peror has received the following re- hound."
"but we only bundle finet-ckass
"I suppose I might as well," said
port from Gen. Linevitch, dated AugThe court here reviews at length he, turning upon his pillow; "you'll
stiff."
ust 22:
the case* of Hodge vs. State, 13 Sou- get it anyway!"
"Do you suppose," continued, the
"Advanced Russian detachment;
s on thern, 385, and Simpson vs. State, 20
comspotter, "yrrte could place this
August 2o drove 'back the Japs from Southern, 573, and
says: "It is dif"Sanctus' of mine?"
Beat Her to It.
three positions. One., detachment in ficult to lay down
a general rule as
"Sorel" replied the manager, con(Stivart Set.)
the Tsinche Valley occupied the vil- to the introduc
tion of testimony of
fidently. "Why, lost season we placJones: "VVIefl, I got the best of my
lage of Lagovtzeaky, another operat- this kind It
is a matter of common wife yesterday."
ed 'Rink's Nfothere With the Angels,'
and lie made over two thousand on ed in the direction of Schniadzy and lenowledge, of which courts are auHorniltrm: "How did you manage TO USE THE NEW PHONE
a third dislodged the laps from their thorized to take notice, that dogs
WHEN TELEPHONING TO THE
it,"—Herper's Weekly.
of it?"
peseitions to the southward of Money- some varieties (as the bloodho
CAMP.
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2
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Cents a Bushel.

Best Kentucky Lump 1 1, Cents. Best Kentucky
Nut 10 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to
Our Coal Than the Ordinary Coal.

THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
(INCORPORATED.)

C. M. BUDD, Manager
Second and Ohio Streets.
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SPECIAL TRICK

PRICES: 25, 35, 50 and 75c. Seats
PRINTING GRAFT
ATTORNEY-GENERAL PROBING
INTO GLOBE PRINTING
- COMPANY CONTRACT

Charged the State $28,000 For Printing Worth Less Than $4,000 According to Testimony.
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NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-date and well
stocked hardware department for our establishment, and are carry
ing a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the
state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woode
nware, Graniteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools.Wire
Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to
that carried by the
leading houses of the country.

Louisville, Ky., Aug. 26.--Depositions of two witnesses were taken in
Senator Charles Carron office in
the Equitable building yesterday in
the case en which Attorney General
Napoleon Bonaparte Hays is endeavoring to recover $24,000 alleged overBeing buyers in large quantities, and on a
payment on state printing. Hays is
basis with leadassisted in the taking of depositions
ingho
uses,
we
are
in
positi
on to give the best for the least money.
by Senator Carroll. Eli Brown, speaker of the lower house of the KenDont buy before calling and seeing our varied
tucky legislature, and Lewis Mcstock.
Qtrown, chairman of the dernocratis
state committee, represents Harry
Bacon and the Globe Printing company, against whom the action is instituted.
THE FOUR HUNTINGS
The first wrtness on the stand was
The Kentucky, Tuesday Night Next.In a Night in "The Fool House," at
Foreman Ratling, of the Kentucky
lithographing company. He testified
This Week at The Kentucky.
something is a story or a plot. If to the charter of the work done for
state.
Tue5day night—The Finn Hunt - you have good music, songs and the
According
to
his
testimony
tl....-"work was of an
in "The Fool House."
dances, clever specialties interspersed,
grade
and
was
not
all right. A man may go to a show inferior
and enjoy that which pleases the eye, worth more than $2.800. He also
"Do you know 'the public is be- but if he can't tell Isis friends the next gave expert testimony on binding and
scorning tired of the show girl," said day what it's all about, he's not a other details of the work none of MONUMENT TO BE REMOVED.
Mr. Lew Hunting, who plays the booster for that show. It may look which was favorable to the Globe
One Commemorating "Old Hickleading part in the Four Huntings all right to him while he is in the Printing comp•ny.
ory's" Victory at New Orleans.
big Musical Comedy company, as he theater and under the hypnotic spell
Allen on Stand.
was being interviewed in his dress- of the show girl, the music, singing,
New Orleans, Aug. 25.—Unless csoing room at the Olympic Theater by dancing, scenery and light effects,
Frank I'. Alkn, of the CourierMr. Forrest Arden, the Chicago Am- but it's a frost unless he can remem- Journal Job Printing company, was position arises from an unexpected
erican's great dramatic critic. "The ber something to tell about it when the only other witness on the stand, quarter, the 'Frisco railroad will semanagers of today are dressing the he goes to his work the next day. and his testimony was not conclud- cure from congress permission to
chorus or show girl SO that you That's where the story or plot be- ed when the session was adjourned at move the historic Chalmette monuAR Ott I d think you were at a milliners' comes useful and an absolute neces- 3 o'clock.
He also testified that the ment which commemorates Andrew
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER
and costume convention. Nobody sity to the successful productions of qtrabity of the work was inferior, and Jackson's remarkable victory over the
THAT HAS
British
at
the
battle
of
New
Orleans.
that
it
ought
knows what the show is about, the today. That' what makes our act,
to have cost about $3,EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC.
YOU CAN PAPER
chorus (bunt give him a cliance to 'The Fool House,' a big success. I 000 or $3,100. Further taking of his This monument is situated several
tnj1es
below
A
New
Orleans
ROOM,
and
the
SIDE
is
WALL,
depositio
CEILIN
n
will be resumed at 9
G AND BORDER TO MATCH
find out. I believe the dial for the met a man the other day who asked
prope
e4 the government. The
gormusly dressed show girl is at an me if I was one of the Four Hunt- o'clock this morning.
FOR
THE
SMALL
SUM
OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN
Two years ago Harry Bacon, for shaft which exists ii incomplete, all
Managers are beginning to ings who played The Fool House.'
end.
FLOlearn that the show that depends on He hadn't seen us for three years, but the Globe Prineng company, secured efforts that have been made to finish RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARE SELLING
AT
6
CENTS PER
the number of times the chorus girl he remembered the plot. That's what the contract for state printing of a the monument having failed. The rail
appears in a new rig does not appeal the people want, and that's what we certain classification, and included in road wants to construct twocklips lior ROLI6 WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY sVic PER SINGLE ROLL,
this contract he received an order for a harbor at the point where the monto the public. they are becoming are giving them."
ument stands, and if the slips are OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
tired of the glitter and want someAt the Kentucky, Tuesday night 9,000 copies of school trustees' reg- built
the monument will have to be DESIGNS.
isters
and blink reports. Other pubthing they can remember, and that only.
ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, toe,
zse, 20C
Ifshing houses had agreed to do the removed to some other position. It
work for less than $4,000, and it is is understood that the railroad will AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
EXPRESSES HIS
WILL NOT STAY
claimed that under the contract the propose to complete the monument,
COMMENDATION
OUT OF PRISON. company was entitled to not more at a cost of several thousand dollars, TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
than $4,000, though it charged $28,000. provided permission is given to use DESIGNS IN CORNICE
AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COLKaiser Approves President Roosevelt Frank Punshon Has Unique Record The attorney general is willing to the ground on which the monument
is
now
standing.
It
is
stated by of- OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO
Efforts For Peace,
in Criminology.
allow the company $4,000 for the
MATCH. ALL
work, and brought suit to recover ficials of the railroad that assurances
have
COLORS
been
BURLAPS
IN
given
..
ALSO
in
certain congresHANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
Chicago, Aug. 25.—After three $24,00o. A good many depositicms
Ber:in, Aug. 25.—Emperor William,
the Associated Press is informed, hais weeks of freedom, Frank I'unshon, have already been taken, and will be sional quarters that a bill authorizing JAPAiNEESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS.
THE VERY LATEST DEexpressed to the members of his; en- tokindler and general thief, who for filed wfth the fi=6aI court in Septem- the removal will not be opposed,
SIGNS
IN
ALL
NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL
tourage his cordial commendation of thirty-four years has been outside of ber,
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efts:els for prison,for no time exceeding three
OF
READIN
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ROOM
MOULDI
NG,
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E
months,
FRAMES, WINfaces a penitentiary sentence
peace and his hopes that they prove
Other Depositions.
The, Continue to Be Produced at
again. With the charges and identiouccessiul.
Among the despositions which he
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,
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NG
Dispensary Investigations.
AN DROOFING
Precisely-what the president is do- fication of six women, who declare has securedlare those of S. W. Hager,
PAPERS
,
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AND
SEE
they
have
,
been
S.
victimize
OUR
C.,
him
by
d
NICE
August
who
was
LINE
25.—.'The
state treasurer at the time
OF SAMPLES AND
ing seems to be unknown to the Gercontinues BE CONVINCED
man government, but the postpon- since his release from the, Joliet pen- the money was paid, Gus Coultee, dispensary investigation
THAT
WE
WILL
TREAT
YOU RIGIST AND
rent to Saturday of further sittings itentiary, on August 2, confronting who was secretary of state. Gov. to produce alleged scandals and senof the conference is regarded as in- him, the man whose record in crim- Beckham was the other merniber of sations Chief 'Constable J. R. Fant GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
dkating that both belligerents desire inology is unique, complacently views the commission which allowed the yesterday charged Ml. G. Cowan,
✓ to prohng the negotiations and that his return to prison and expresses lit claim, but his deposition has not United States commissioner at Spartbeen taken, and Gen. Hays declined anburg, anti U. X. Gunter, Jr., now
each is seeking fresh ground for tie regret.
The criminal efforts of Punshon last night to say whether it willt he attorney-general, with having in 1902
agreement.
conducted an employing bureau and
are said to have started within twen- taken.
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a
the Bourse yesterday, bondi advancfor
a financial consideration. .F. M.
four-year
sentence in -Joliet. For two
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ed 3-10 of a point, Russian bank
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police
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stock, 1 1-4 and Warsaw & Vienna
produced t'he letters from J. W. Kelly
railroad stock 4 1-2. Both the bel- a man known as Frank Hope, who Peasants Pick Out Their Eyes and & Co. of Chattanooga
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inserted
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nients
newspain
ligerent governments arc putting
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to dispensary officials*.
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out news
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keepers
and
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Meetings
with
Odessa, Russia, Aug. 25.—During
ingly- to strengthen their diplomacy.
arrested for contempt.
I
I
applicants were arranged in the lob- a fair in the
village of Lihosria, in the •
The Krupps, contrary to their usual bies
downtow
of
n
hotels,
and
always
distrct of Werdnedneprovslc, a crowd
castom but doubtless in accordance resulted
Retort Victorious.
in the hiring of applicants
with the desire of the Japanese gov- and transfer of small amounts of of peasants attached the merchants
course," 'remarked the fresh
"Of
ernment, announced the receipt of an money on some pretext to the adver- after pillaging their goods the pea- hcsarder from the city, "you've get a
sants massacred a number of the
urgent reque*4 yesterday to •- hurry tiser, who represented himself as
a merchants and mutilated others, pick- condensed milk cow."'
Japanese orders for armor plate and clergyman.
.'We did have," replied the old WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED AND WE
ing out their eyes and cutting off, their
KNOW WHAT YOU
Orris, costing $11,250,000, while the
farmer, "but ye see, the sumerser heat
ears.
0.
,
WANT.
Russian goverrrment ha-s issued an
expaided lier."—Phibideliphia Press.
No' Heat Now
Cossocksi arrived too late'to lave
It is pretty well understood that you can buy your
authcsritive statement that it will
school bookinnd
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For perfection and punty. atnoke exclusive book binder in Paducah
books. W. boy
Dream me Apr.
1Plittfte go-AL
,
dagt has any value.
Library, work a •911111ak,.
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U. Rebkopt Saddlery Co.,

109 South 2nd Street,

Paducah, Kentuc

Special Sale
On Wall Paper.

C.C.LEE

Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.

Full Supply of The New School
Books at Harbour's Book Department
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WEST KENTUCKY

were brought to a standstill they
were just ths length of a railroad rail
apart,
'.

THE?. T. M. A.

4aosetelltae-eRise4-mie -t-
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IStoamboate

Bacon's
Drug Stores

Very Low Rates

(13ardw ell News, 25th.)
ANOTHER SUICIDE IN GRAVES 'Monda
(Specially Reported.)
y afternoon the residence of
COUNTY BY MORPHINE
Guy Dunning is on the sick list.
Ed ,Holt, on the outskirts of ArlingAnnounced, Via
ROUTE
Harry Hankle is in to spend Sunton, was completely destroyed by fire.
SOUTHERN RAILWAY •
The house was nearly new, having day.
Extrensely bow rates are announcbeen erected just a short time ago.
C. E. Renfro, who sells groceries,
ed via the Southern railway from
Almost a Collision on The I. C. Cairo It was one of the best residences
points on its lines for the followeng
of is at home.
Harry Fisher is home from DawBranch—Deaths, Marriages, Acspecial occasions:
Arlingtonsand was a two story struc++4.4-4.4.+4•++++.
ture. Mr. Holt carried $2,000 insur- eon Springs.
Richmond, Va.—Farmers' national
cidents, Etc.
ance on the building and contents.
R. S. VoinLoon is home after a St. Louis and Tenessee River PackHeadquarters for Spaulding baseball congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
et company—the cheapest and bed goods.
Rates for the above occasion open
The origin of the fire is supposed to strenuous week's work.
Gloves, masks, balls, bats
to the public. Tickets will be sold to
Isa
have
Klein
been
a defective flue. Mre. Holt
left last Monday on a excursion out of Paducah.
(Clinton Gazette, 25th.)
etc, etc.
these points from all stations on the
Mic'hael Mcnamara, better known was ironing at the time the fire broke ten days trip •in Kentucky.
Southern railway. Detailed informaM. E 'Ham, selling teas, spices and
to everyone as Mr. /slack, died Wed- out. All the contents of the house
tion mn be had upon application to
such thlings, was in last week.
s
nesday evening at 6:45 o'clock of were burned.
any
ticket agent of the Southern
SI
Bryant
There
is in St. Louis this week.
is a rumor afloat that the Ilg t pneumonia. He was about 85
years linois Central
railway or agents of connecting Ines
Gone
after
;tee
spring
railroa
sample
DRU
d
s.
company is
G STORES.
old and had been in feeble health for
or by addressing the undersigned.
Gus Smith is spending his vacasometime, being afflicted with rheu- snaking efforts to sell its water plant
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexingin this city to the municipality. It tion at his old home, Cadiz, Ky.
&
Jackso
n
Ste
phone 2137
erotism. He and his good wife came
ton, Ky.
Mr.
is
TOM
&
Hall is home for a day or
claimed that the water that is
Clay Sta., Vogne 38,
to Clinton some thrty years ago.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Waebdrawn from the wells contains an ele- two. It is Mister now. Tom can
ington, D. C.
It is a trip of pleasure, medial
ment that is injurious to locomotive tell you about it.
(dlayfield Messenger, 25th.)
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z
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that
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,
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reason
table;
the comCharles S. Wilkins, son of J. A.
Louisvige, Ky.
Wilkins, died at his home two and a pany desires to dispose of the plant. last week mingling with the boys. He good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
G.
B.
ALLEN. A. G. P. As, St.
About six weeks ago Uncle Billy left the city last night.
half mils this side of Kansas, WedWednesday and Saturday at 5 p. tn.
Louie. Mn,
1-1,
F.
'Watso
Ham,
n, Chas. Bradley and
who is highly respected and
needay.
For Other information apply to Jas.
LAWYERS
W. B. Cash and on of Fancy Farm pitied by everyone who knows him, Gus Covington, of the Covington Koger,
Superintendent;
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force,
Frank L
was
are
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adjudged of unsound mind and
"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
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Why don't the members of the P. Bre-en, 'n.;-ent.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Buildhogs for shipment. W. A. Cash and sent to the asylum at Hopkinsville for
T. M. C. send in some news for the
brother brought in about a hundred, treatment. Tuesday afternoon he aring, 523 1-2 Broaciway.
news
column. Help us along.
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to
Niagra
county
officials. Upon arriving here
and other points of
NEAR MARION, KY.
sea from Pilot Oak, where he has been
state. Both phones 31.
interest.
create an estate in an hour that would
too Room Notel—High and Dry and
conducting a reelval for the past ten Uncle Billy wrote the superintendent
G. F. Buchannon says he is workdays at the Baptist church. He was of the asylum that he had arrived
Well Ventilated.
ing "buttons" to the best of his abil- require a long life to earn otherwise,
safely
at
home.
Marsha
Jess
l
Moss
invited there by Rev. H. K. Thomas,
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
ity
and
expects
carried
to
'him back yesterday.
give us good rethe regular pastor for that church, to
YOUR VACATION.
by protecting his life in the North/During an elect/rich storm yester- sults soon.
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For First-class Upholstering, Mattress BEST OF LIFE GIVING WApany in America.
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helped some, I thank you.
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southea
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st
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ren, and as a result to the-meeting,
Chas.
Spillm
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an
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
The window lights on that
was glad to get
We store, pack and ship furniture oa
twenty-six were added to the church
home this week. Inspectors nearly
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
and twenty-two were baptised Wed- side of the building were all broken,
short notice.
and on the second floor much dam- got him, but he defended henself
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
nesday evening.
General Manager.
age was done by the lightning. A manfully with his health certificates'.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSEMessrs Kennedy and 'Halbot, mantree standing in the front yard was
555 to erg South Third St. MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
(Wingo Outlook. 25th.)
agers of the Great Parker Carnival
AND THE YOUNG.
Miss Della Barlow, of Paduciah, ar- badly torn up. Luckily, no member
oornpany were in the city Friday east,
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
•
rived Monday evening to visit rela- of his family was injured.
W. B. (Bed) Estes was injured looking after the interest of their
RAILROADS.
tives near town.
company, which wilt be here Septem'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
M. Pliwnlee, wife and grand daugh- shortly after noon Tuesday by being
ber 25 to 30, 19o5.
ter, Little Miss' Mary Stephenson, pinioned under a portion of a falling
Every member of the P. T. M. C.
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Room 114 Fraternity Buildin
Mrs. Ellen Rollin', wife of Virgil tc her alone, is conjectural. In some Kentucky. The lecture was well at120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
g.
'Rollins, died at her 'home in this city instances the custom has given rise tended by the best people of the New Phone 114.
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General Stark, of Marshall County,
are here attending the encampment.
They are guests while 'here of Mrs.
TEN PER CENT OF THE MORosa Starks and Mrs. J. A. DerringSQUITOES IN PADUCAH ARE
ton.
ANOPHELES, OR THE KIND .Mss 'Thelma Ross is visiting in
Mas. Sam Jackson and son have
WANTED—First-,lass cook for
THAT CARRY THE MALARIA Evansvgle.
gone to Albuquerque, New Mexico small family. Inquire at 408 WashGERM. YOU SHOULD EXERDROWN YOUR SORROW AND REFRESH YOUR
Detective WilkBater ,has returned to locate where Mr. Jackson repre- ington street.
ti
CISE EVERY MEANS POSSIBLE foal] Chicago.
sents an Ohio pumping company.
BODY WITH A GLASS OF THAT PERFECT BEER
TO KEEP YOUR CHILDREN,
Mr. Fendoll Burnett can in yesFOR SALE—Store window and
Mrs.
Harry
Hartia
sen
and
and
YOURSELF, OR ANY MEMBER
terday from Mayfield to spend Sun- door frames. Can be seen at 317
OF YOUR FAMILY FROM BEING Mrs. John Dismukes,'of Mayfield, are
day.
Broadway. Phone 1715 for prices.
the
guests
of
Mrs....Lawrence
Gleaves.
BITTEN BY THIS DANGEROUS
Gilbert
.£1.
J
Mrs.
leaves
for
today
Mrs. T. .J. Moore anti fagfily have
INSECT.
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms
returned from a several week: visit Benton to visit her daughter.
within
Katie
Miss
Rose,
three blocks of Fourth and
daughter
of
Mr.
to Huntsville, Ala.
Mrs. Eugene 'Radio:lox and family, Lee Rose, has returned from a visit Broadway. Ring old phone 6f3-4.
to Calloway county.
IS GUARANTEED TO KEEP of lifocalvilloe, arc visiting in the city.
FOR RENT—Three downstairs
Mr. J. C. Parsons, circuit clerk of
'Mr.
Pat
Lsnihan,
wife
and
sister,
THEM OFF. IT IS PUT UP IN
rooms,
electric bights, gas, hydrant
county,
Livingston
is
in
the
city.
Miss allattie Lenitian, of Mayfield,
TWO SIZES, roc AND asc.
Sheriff Walter Holland, of Mturray, and cistern water. Apply 513 North
are visit ng in the city.
IT'S AN APPETIZER AND STIMULANT—A SPARKSixth.
MANUFACTURED ONLY AT
alas James allcKeel, of Mayfield, was in the city yesterday.
Tom
Mr.
Banks
is
here
from Muircame down yesterday to join his wife,
LING, EXQUISITE BEVERAGE THAT MAKES EVFOR RENT—A store house and
who is the guest of .Mrs. L. A. Al- ray.
residence
above,
at
1103
South
Third
Milliken,
the
mill
Mr.
man of Oaks,
ERYBODY SMACK HIS LIPS AND ASK FOR MORE
britton, on west Jefferson street. ,
street. Apply at 705 Kentucky
Patrolman William Orr is again was in the city yesterday.
Messrs,. Jack Crossland and Chas. avenue.
on duty after. loosing 25 pounds of
ASK FOR BELVEDERE AND INSIST ON GETTING IT
returned to Mayfield this
Bright
avordupois_ from his recent illness.
FOR RENT—A seven room house
Prescriptions called for and delivMir. James B. Johnson has recov- morning.
Mr. Golden Jones has returned next to drug store, Third and Jackered to any part of the city.
ered from his illness and returned
son street. Sewer and gas connecfrom
a visit to Cairo.
from -Sharpe.
Phones No. 180.
tion. D. A. Yeiser.
Carrico,
Sam
of
Mayfield,
the
is
in
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Oliver, who
Cor. 4th and Broadway.
have been sojurning in Denver, Cal., city.
FOR RENT: Second and third
Mr. Eft Foster has returned home
PADUCAH,
KENTUCKY.
for several weeks are expected to
floors of buikling on corner Third
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
rusticating
at
after
Stiles.
return to Paducah in about ro days
and Kentucky avenue; also rooms on
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. English, of
Sunday Morning, Aug. 27, 1905.
first floor suitable for business ofThe Treatment of Coke.
Calvert City, were in the city yesfice at very reasonable prices. H.
The
colic
signs
are
of
a
sharp,
hard
terday.
!gammen, Jr.
Attorney W. M. Oliver will go to cry causing the :lace to become red,
sometimes
almost
blue,
according
to
Benton 'today.
WANTED—Energetic man to esthe severity of the pain. During
Mr. C. C. Sprague, of the Louistablish business for manufacturer and
these
paroxysms
the
THE FOLLOWING SUBSCRIBERS OF THE FOLSOMDALE
child
refuses
to
ville Title company, returned bome
sell retail rade. Salary $20 weekly; TELEPHONE CO. CAN BE REACHED BY OUR KM-SCRIBERS.
yesterday atfer spending a few days be comforted. The abdomen is dis- expenses
advanced.
Good route. UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE NO CHARGE WILL BE MADE FOR
tended and tense, the little legs are
Call for the "Blue School Lists" in the city.
Hustle
more
desired than experience. THIS SERVICZ.
drawn
up
against
the
abdomen, and
at Hartrcur's Book Dept.
Dr. Victor Voris is spending Sunthe child is only relieved by getting G. L. Sexton, Star Bldg. Chicago.
The'Kentucky Realty Co., to8 Fra- day at Dawson.
Anderson, Crawford.
Gibson, N. A.
Russel, Wm.
rid of the gases formed. Hot liquids
Miss Julia Shelton of Lebanon,
ternity Building. Otd phone 85i.
Albritton,
E. W.
Rust, G. W.
FOR
SALE—A
two-story frame
taken into the stomach or administerGreen,
Dr.
Buy your school books and sup- Tenn., who has been the guest of ed by intentinal injuectiou.are usual- dwelling, seven rooms, lame recep- Allcock, Oliver.
Shelton. Dr.
Hodges, N. A.
raes early at Harbour's Book Dept. Mrs. Robert Rivers, has gone to Hop- ly very effectual. Gin, brandy or any tion hall, Hot and cold water, good Barton, & Parrot.
Simmons, Sepboun,
Jones, Q. L.
naville to visit.
Thomas, L.
stimlant
ccntaining alcohol; teas out buildings, nice yard with shade Baldree. Chas.
—Patrolman William Johnson is
Masa Mildred Harper returns toMason, L IL
111
,Idree,
J.
R.
trees.
Thomas, H. K.
Wil
sell
on terms to oat purfrom herbs; injections containing
faking his week's vacation and Officer day
from a visit to relatives in Paris
Mason, Dick,
Thomas, DT.
Hesshot ia filling his place.
medication—these I do not advise the chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at lizrger, Edward.
Me. Sam Hughes leaves Monday
Monroe, J. W.
Thompson, J. T.
mother to give without a physician's cora North Seventh street. New Carney, B. B.
--There are awe) bicycles at the for
'Coiumb:a, Tenn., to attend
Cross, W. A.
Murphy, A. H.
Tcmpson, R.
city hall which the owners can get by
advice. Pure hot water can, however, phone No. 63o.
school.
Davis. Alec.
Nestler, John.
Thompson, Hazard.
e safely given and tvually with good
calling and identifying them.
M. I. S. Eaves is ill of tYlahc'd
Donovan, J. A.
Otey, Dr.
Thompson, Thomas.
—Joe Cothran ia very low over
effect, soon causing relief at any rate.
CITY COUT YESTERDAY
Doasett, G. W.
Otay, B.
Townsend, H. M.
'
s• Mary First try what can be done by giving
the Maple Tree saloon at Third and fever cat the resid'en"ae of MIt
Mitchell,
913
South
Eleventh
street.
Ftistoe, R. H.
Parrot, Arcian,
%%alters, Lee.
the child hot water through the The Business
Norton streets and all hope of his
Transacted By Proteua *Po
Mrs. J. S. Miller and two dangh- mouth;
Pryor, J. S.
aVarford, J. B.
several teaspoonfuls of very
recovery has been despaireer of.
Judge Cross Was Fair.
ters, Misses Ida and Effie Miller, of -hot
Garton, B. F.
Quisenberry, J. E.
Watkins, J. T.
water given by a dropper will al—There will be no services at the
Princeton, have returned tonne af- most
Garton, W. A.
Rives, S. 0.
Nahitsernore, R. W.
surely bring up quantities of
Fifth street German church until Sep
After'one
day
had passed on acter a visit to Mrs. Miller's son, Mr. wind,
and the child will fall asleep count of dull business( Special Judge
tanaber or, when the pastor, Rev. Bur
WE ARE ADDING MANY NEW CITY SUBSCRIBERS
TO
Rollie Miller.
from the relief it will get.
quoin, will return' from his vacation.
Cross convened court yesterday with OUR LIST, IF YOU CANNOT FIND THE ONE YOU WANT
Miss Nell 'Haarilton left yesterday
—The Labor Day committee will
CALL CHIEF OPERATOR
several names on the docket.
Dyersburg .after a visit to the
Saturday Night.
meet today at 2 p. m to hear general for
Geo. Katterjohn and B. B. Davis
family of Mr. W. R. Hayes.
The twilight falls. A thousand hur- were
reports of sub-oorrunititees and make
arranged for breach of the
Messrs J. S. Jackson, Frank Dean,
rying feet
final arrangements for the celebrapeace and the former tined $5 and the
and Lawrence Dallam and family Tread rhythmic
on the darrtening latter $3. The costs were ordered to
tion.
ate retutned from Chicago.
street;
laannhon, of Mecharwcsbe divided between them
Ars. George Duckett, of Memphis, The restless tumu▪ lt of the busy
burg has reported the loss of a pocket
day, The case of Waiter Coleman was
Now softer, fainter, die, away,
book containing $28, two ten dollar is visiting here.
Mass Georgie Moxky is visiting in As the work), grown weary of its called. The warrant against hem
bills one five dollar bill and three
was dismissed on the robbery charge
Loaisr lie.
worldly quest,
dollars in silver.
Miss Blanche Jackson, of Bugg. Turns again homeward for love and white on the charge of being a fugi—Officers Rogers and Hessian last
tive from justice he was given a conTest;
night arresteclaiNmas Daley on the Ky.. 4 visiting in the city.
Cairo, While over all, caressing, bend and tinuance until Monday, when the two
Clendenen,
Grace
Miss
of
charge of drunkenness. In his pocket
officers from New Orleans will be
is the guest of Miss Cecil Nelon.
beam
was found part of a shot gun and a
here from Frankfort where they went
Madisonville,
Mrs.
of
Wells,
C.
T.
The stars that looked on Eden's to secure requisition papers.
bottle of the juice of the forbidden
is
the
daughter
Mrs
guest
of
her
dream.
I
fruit.
Brooks Crawford
the colored
John S. Cheek.
—Eigenia Panham.
—The Unique Confectionery compastry cook at Hotel Lagrrmarsino
Mr. H. E. Cornell, of Chicago, is
Mayfield, Ky.
pany is the name of a new enterprise
was fined $5 and costv for giving his
in the city.
to he opened up about September 1,
wife a whipping.
Mr. John Conntbaugh has returned
An Ideal Circuit.
moat old Stutz place on Broadway.
Geo. Iimnprey, a little black lad.
from Evansville.
(Cairo Telegram.)
Mr. C. F. Hawkins will be manager
was held to the county c-otirt on a
Mrs. James E. Wilhelm' and childCairo, Paducah, Vincennes, Dancf tihe company. •
ren returned yesterday from Fulton, ville, Jacksenville and laelleville— petty larceny charge.
—Mr. John Vl'urth, of Postage- •
Anne Parker, a noaress, was
30.
doesn't that make an idea: circuit on fined $5 for dsorderin conekset.
vile, Mo.. was taken to the Riverside
VsTallerstein
and
Mir. paper? This circuit will' place the
Mir. Herbert
aospital ye oa erd ay afternoon, He
James Hope, the dope fiend, who
had been vioriing at Tolu, Livingston Milton Wallerstein returned yester- league in Class C, just one class high- created such a conwnotion on Broad
Dawson.
er than at prezent. To make a comcounty, and was brought here on the day from a visit to
Friday afternoon, was fined
a
Miss Louis Dumas, of Paris, Tenn., plete trip over that circuit, playing in street
steamer litipkins. He is suffering
soon
came
around
costs.
and
He
Sc
yesterday
a
after
every city only requires. a journey of after his load had worked off.
from malarial fever and is being at- returned borne
visit to Miss Mary Scott.
soo miles, only 36 miles more than
tended by Dr. Reddick.
Several breach of ordinance case,Florence Chamberlain of the league of the present, And then,
Miss
—John MaCkiin, of Collinsville,
dismissed while the Rex Manuwere
Canarrdrigna, N. Y., and Miss Lillian too, all are good Sunday towns. Well,
reported to the police last rrght
company was granted a
facturing
guests
are the
we'll wait and see what the fall and continuance on the same charge.
that he had been robbed of five or six Clines of Tipton, Ind.,
Winifred Cline, winter brings forth in regard to the
dollars in cash and a silver watch of their cousin, Misa
street.
Fourth
South
Soma
sentiment favoring the national game.
valued at $5 at a resort on West
Notice to Coal Dealers.
Host. Thos. Drewry, of Louiaville,
Kenttrcky avenue. He says he reachwill be received for coal for
.Bids
from
There Was Much Cleaning.
ed the city a few days ago in search a member of the lower house
buildings. Bids asked
school
all
the
and candidate for speaker, is
city,
his
,Yesterday
"cleaning-up"
was
(lay
of work and 'got touched for his roll
carload,
by
also per bushel.
the
in time city.
and many citizens had their premises
as stated.
independent Company's Exchange Connection
J. A. Bauer and children re- cleaned up and a much different ap- About t6 carloads used. All coal to
Mrs.
—In the county jail there are now
scale'.
weighed
char..
city
be
The
on
afternoon
from
turned yesterday
pearance in the observance of the
Discontinued.
confined 33 persons kr various ofacter of coal wanted is lump and nut.
Springs.
premises, resulted.
fenses. Among the number there are Dixon
W. H. PITCHER,
Ma. and Mrs. Reuben Rowland and
The sanitary ()facers will make
two white women,.Mrs. Brockwell,
Clerk School Board
little daughter have returned from their rounds Mkonday and where the
the child murderer, and Bertha LasDixon.
proclamation of the board oaf. health
siter, charged with attempting to pass
CURTAINS,
PLAIN
LACE
Mr. Harry Hank and sister, afrss was not obeyed warrants will be isa counterfeit bill. There arc three
LAUNDERED, AT 25 CENTS A
Hank are at home from Dixon. sued at once.
May
colored women confined within the
PAIR; FANCY. 35 CENTS. BLANMira. Ida Smith and son returned
waifs also.
KETS, 25 AND 35 CENTS A PAIR.
yesterday from Dixon.
Real Estate Transfers.
WE GUARANTEE NOT TO TEAR
OwensMammen,
Henry
of
Master
Ida
Coronet
to
wife,
and
Mt
S.
Several arrests under the peonage
FOR YOUR DINNER.
visiting relatives. Peoples, properly in the county, THE FINEST CURTAINS MADE.
city
the
in
is
boro,
law have been made at Oxford, Miss.
PAD. TOILET SUPPLY CO.
Ned, $150.
son,
EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
Ashbrook
and
E.
Mks.
R.
The American bar acc(ociation held
have returned from Old Brant Com- •Goe. C. Hughes to J. D. McElya, Old Phone rams.
tz:3o UNTIL a P. M.
fort.
property in the county, $1,2oo.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED mu.. 12:30 to 2,
Wants a Divorce.
Mrs. Dr. J. L. Dismukts, Jr., of
Annie Bomainrant and Husband to
WH1 Hughes yesterday filed suit
Mlayfield is visiting in the city.
the vestry of the Protestant EpiscoMr. Roy McKinney and wife and pal church, property on Kentucky for divorce from his wife, Dora
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
Hughes. He claims she deserted 'him
Mrs. Comic Grundy returned Friday avenue, $2,500.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
and wants a divorce to make the
from a trp to Old Point Comfort,
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
•
"shake" complete.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU- New York and Philadelphia.
BUILDING FOR SALE.
Editor J. R. Lemon, of Mayfield,
BLES.
Bids for the building now occupied
-GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPIICFrank Just has added a hand•
RLES AND WILL RESTORE THE is in the city today.
by John B. Terrell as a stable on
ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS ISFZIJARANTY BONDS.
his
tonto
rooms
IAL
bath
suite
some
of
Misses Daisy Darnell, Olo Starks*, Fifth street will be received by the
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PERshower
and
Fine
parlor.
sorial
Evalina
Starks,
Nina
Starks,
Tina
undersigned until Sept. 5.
FECT HEALTH.
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
needle baths, 525 Broadway, next
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG Darnell and Messrs. 'Henry Gardner.
G. R. DAVIS.
PHONE NO. sos.
OLD
door to the Register office.
Guy Gardner, Henry Lovett and
STORES.
Pres. Elks' Building, Ass'n.
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